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“Those who sow in tears will reap with songs of joy.”
Psalm 126:5
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On February 22, 2013, St. John’s
Institution came round to make a regular visit
to St. Francis Xavier High School (FXSH), a
sister school in Taiwan. Led by Principal Ke
Li Min, ninety students in two coaches were
Guests from Philippine

greeted by director Liu An Guo with the
school Friendship Ambassadors and the staffs
of International Education center.

The reception of the guests had been preceded with all the preparations on
the host school. The school clubs sincerely had been rehearsing a variety of
performances. The exhibitions of strings music, Taiwanese local opera, dancing,
singing, and Honor Guard taken on by students refreshed the spirit of the guests
from the long-distance journey. So were
the presentations of St. John’s Institution,
no less brilliant with songs and dances,
receiving thunder-like claps. The
performers clad with colorful traditional
attires likewise drew the spotlight on

Traditional dance of Philippine

them, winning the intense praise from
the audiences.
Vitality Gym in FXSH always plays a role in students’ daily activities, so
the quests were asked to start out to do a bit aerobic exercise.

After One hour of experience of
physical activity, the host school
prepared lunch for the guests. It was
during the Chinese New Year, so, on the
occasion of the season, a junior student
of FXSH, Huang Bao Man, took the
honor to expound on the origin of the

Exercise in Vitality Gym

days and related festive activities held
on the Taiwan Island to them when people in Taiwan eat dumplings made of rice
flour stuffed with sweet fillings.

The exchange of cultures substantially draws the friendship between the
two sister schools closer. And turly the ardent passion will not ever fade away.

Sidelights on various activities

